
Encouraged prevents community barbershop 24 hours emergency is the correct matter 
what time will be someone to monitor his chair to help contact two 1241 to 1240 a.m. 
1130 WP why be it's about one minute past to 2 o'clock and this is the Tuesday edition 
of FYI and we are privileged to have Sharon Stevens with the done tourism authority 
and she's gonna be talking about the cotton festival coming up November 3 oh 
November 2 is Mihai I had November 3 among mine because of something going on for 
a family event anyway. I'm sorry, correctly we go ahead, I'm just turn it over to Sharon to 
let her talk about it and I'm sure she's going to have a lot of information for you on our 
stock and will last until 4 PM eight blocks right now hundred and $50 to stages of 
entertain that strain inflatable Shriners car shy and last year they had 525 cars this year 
and maybe last week we were told that another car sentence. I think the competition for 
us has canceled this year say they have really looking close to $200. Now this car 
surely vintage like some of the whale back some of them are really going to send my 
Lamar likes hot rides tight staff and 1960s muscles call that Jan is already in your 20s is 
that like that. I mean, it is rarely enshrined that everything is free except what you 
choose the knife you want to buy something from a craft and/or a or B ring and ride 
tickets or dollar ticket are 27 for 20 bucks said that, I mean that's what you that you can 
just walk around a lot of nonprofits again to be down there hanging out free goodies 
honey carries database and that going to be getting information about the senses that 
I'm not that I like to stages on the main stage will team will build a welcome friend 1015 
1545 we had the edge performing arts Center team that already running at 11 o'clock 
season Atlanta client way. What I cannot with River Ms. Diane and I were playing till 1 
o'clock and from 1 to 130, while transitioning out that tapping is not even see the plan 
loans is here before you enjoyable talk to hate and say is a good Elvis 10 from 130 to 
330 4H Niaspan will be playing around he Jackson CVS has is happen from night hand 
and I think you might be playing electric board thing you play guitar. I could see that I 
can think what was the main stage and backstage is in front of Lacey's shop and my 
best friend's closet right now North Wilson nominee stages in first citizens Bank Park.
And we likely entertainment almanac that brings out grandma stand at his uncles and 
cousins. 17. 1030. We had Alicia Schooler performing arts 1030 to 11 case spate 11 to 
1130 edge performing arts Center 1130 to 12. We had the phone there from 12 to 1230. 
We kept the bright and we had Chris Rayner and Erica down and they will be 
entertaining us with singing and found there at 1231 Salina dance productions 1 to 131 
point been from 130 to 1030. The done school of music will be bringing out there on 
instrumentalist and performers. They had some that they've always taken voice and that 
did instruments and things and then from 230 to 330 we falcon children's choir. Okay, 
they can hear the radio station once a the summer and spring number of the case. She 
wants to get him back there really aligned with grave and their ride and the chance to 
get out and see day thanks anyway excited for what time are they good to be there from 
230 until 330 okay Saturday and then of course we start. Client sat down at follower that 
we indoors we have a lady that is making specialty items. Recent things like that. She'll 
be there on Ambien. We had like our sponsors did anything like this without sponsors 
and we have rents to gag as our main state-sponsored Bible and had their base right 
funny. She's basically figured out getting out Saturday night and every couple hours at 
something different and we have people that o'clock and now get right back in two hours 
to get back to see what you get in the North Carolina arts cancel. We received a grant 



from being fire likely entertainment. They are sponsoring our second stage and we 
evaded a priest at ABC pediatrics. He sponsors the land portion and again by six strain 
inflatable is it's not your everyday inflatable seven days of 40 feet well say you know it's 
really cool and scared. We have United Community Bank quality BGN quality BGN ADA 
free cotton gin tillers start at 1030 every 30 and you can get on the van right down to the 
team and I will take Keith Ray that show you exactly how they did on the extraction of 
the state from the cotton miles and make it into what that cotton big bales that you see 
outside. I'm sure that's rather impressive B is that you have to say we can limit to 15 
tickets per day and ride any pick that still gets up at the information day that is near the 
mainstage right-handed stoplight at the corner chaise bakery that reaches education 
and wealth and then we had big energy sponsor. We have our three dances breaker 
Campbell University Park Carolina therapy services South River electric membership 
Corporation hears radii right master driver school planet fitness. The battery record that 
can be in WP awesome quite a lot of sponsors we manually have wires that I just need 
to get the case that everyone in matter that monetary now very important. Broad Street 
Gary Carney see IGA first citizens Bank nations Chamber of Commerce, Manufacturing 
by Hilton Republic waste services chaise bakery when shopping Bernard Robison 
company that jangles car precast concrete craziness satiate state education Academy 
Skinner and smeared scapular orthodontics science insurance Thomas drugstore 
Hansen NSA ships Montag Japanese steak and CC sushi house and then of course 92 
is in the city of God is impressive once before, but the client is on. It takes everybody we 
had made last week and we will with emergency services are Police Department Public 
Works parts and wrap it takes everybody working together say anything. This is the 21st 
annual say something must be going right now so I can best get here. So what are 
information, what other information you would like to share right now or do we have just 
read where praying for. Oh yeah training regulatory say that far out to be rather 
changeable to sleep with hard rain we've had 70° 50° that whatever got and what we 
need to strike a rain or shine, and I will say that your everyday Letters that we do not 
allow pets come into the wiki we don't allow skateboards. He lays on skating bicycles 
that you will be stopped at the entrance says that we don't allow pets and that is 
because when in the first years when I was there. We had a bow that was that animal 
pet family down, but he did snap at a two-year-old child that night not reach out and 
when you have between 12 and 15,000 people in an area just can't take those risks. As 
you can. It's it's a big obligation say we ask that you label me for coming out for a 
couple hours or whatever. Please leave your pet at home. Of course, if there a service 
pack that's a different sort of situation that ever that a service animal habitat, that 
because it is for the safety of everybody there and also the safety of your pet because 
we didn't have knowledge that you just don't strew on it about things I have to say that 
anything else is get with pumped and ready and that took a double gold gobble gobble. 
That's why send hamburgers, hot dogs, and all that's happening on Saturday, 
November 2 20 or two before downtown downtown done will be right back for a few 
closing comments that she would like those will be right back in just a couple minutes 
right here on a.m. 1130 WP why B's FYI medical supply and operated by Billy Joe 
retard provides a complete range of medical supplies from home oxygen, wheelchairs, 
hospital beds, diabetic supplies, respiratory medications for daily living and other related 
supplies that one may need for all types of medical necessity. What separates family 



medical supply from the other medical equipment companies is the dedication of their 
friendly and responsive staff, along with the retail walk in stores. They have positioned 
in North Carolina to serve and be a part of the quite possibly have the largest selection 
of medical equipment and supplies in North Carolina family medical supply is located on 
1120 W. Broad Street. They are open Monday through Friday 9 AM until 5:30 PM 
medical can be contacted at 108-9234 32 again 910 892 3432 facility prevents 
community barbershop 24 hours emergency is the correct monitor chair contacted to 
1130. Why be the FYI for Tuesday, October 22 we been pleased and privileged to have 
Sharon Stevens with the done tourism authority she's been talking about the cotton 
festival. The big event happening downtown done from 10 to 4 on November 2 and 
Sharon just some closing words but all that well. I just hate that everyone will come out 
and support us. Like I said it, some negative, or sacraments, from 10 AM until 4 PM to 
stages of the food court craft vendors a lot of nonprofits out there telling me about their 
services and we had to strain inflatable something for everybody have it done Shriners 
quite shy way when I can have about hundred and 50 cars this year so you want to 
spend whatever you want and we can spend as little as you want downtown Saturday 
will see you down there on Saturday, November 2 okay will thank you so much and it's 
been a privilege like I said to have you here to discuss this matter. It's more than a 
matter it's an event that is really important will see you November 2 for cancer through 
this evening. Client ensures that the storms are might be a severe thunderstorm. High 
temperatures today about 73 to 79 and those showers and thunderstorms will taper 
down overnight. Partial clearing opening temperature 45 to 52 rather breezy through 
tonight. Later winds expected Wednesday mostly sunny, comfortable winds and 
humidity will call it and I Wednesday, 65 to 70 around 70. Thursday partly to mostly 
sunny, more showers in the low 70s plan for Friday for the WP. Why be what the


